
CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
1.) LINE CLEANING: Before disassembling 
the pour-on applicator for cleaning, clean the 
line. Partially fill a sink or small container with 
hot, soapy water. Hold the end of the feed line 
underneath the water in one hand while holding 
the applicator in the other. Continuously 
squeeze the applicator, pumping water through 
it until clean. To rinse, repeat with clean water.

2.) BARREL REMOVAL: Unscrew the nozzle nut (A) 
from the barrel (B) to remove from the nozzle (C). Next, 
unscrew the barrel collar (E) to remove barrel (B) from 
the pour-on gun handle assembly (D). Wash the all parts 
in hot, soapy water, then rinse. Use a brush to remove any 
remaining contaminants from barrel. 

If applicator fails to draw liquid or barrel only partially fills:

1. Check the piston:  Assure the piston is screwed tight onto the plunger.
2. Check the outlet valve: 

a. Squeeze handle and hold thumb over opening at barbed end of plunger.  If there is no suction
and air enters barrel, then the barrel is bad. 
b. Double check by removing barrel, filling with water and holding vertical. If water drips 
through the nozzle of the barrel, the outlet valve is bad. NOTIFY PRIMA TECH TO REPLACE 
BARREL.
c. If barrel holds water, then plunger is bad. NOTIFY PRIMA TECH.

3. Check the inlet valve:
a. Close off the nozzle opening with your hand and squeeze the applicator.  If no pressure is felt 
and the piston travels inside the barrel, then the inlet valve is open. 
b. Remove the barrel and screw the piston off of the plunger. 
c. Using a flat tool, carefully pry the clear inlet valve retainer from the plunger. 
d. Check inlet valve for trapped debris or damage.
e. Once cleaned, re-assemble the inlet valve, piston and barrel. Check the functionality.  If the 
applicator still does not operate correctly, CONTACT PRIMA TECH.

If fluid gathers behind the piston:
1. Check piston o-ring for damage or wear.
2. Assure piston is screwed tightly onto the plunger.

If the piston/plunger retracts slowly or does not fully retract:
1. Re-lubricate piston o-ring and wiper felt with Prima Tech food grade lubricating oil.
2. Tighten the spring tension adjuster.
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3.) Remove the feedline from the pour-on applicator. At 
this point, wash all parts in hot soapy water, then rinse and 
allow to dry. Before reinstalling the barrel assembly, apply 
1 or 2 drops of Prima Tech lubricant (PART# 338013) to 
the piston o-ring (F) and felt wiper ring (G).
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!!CAUTION!! DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN NOZZLE  NUT(A)! HAND-TIGHTEN 
ONLY! OVERTIGHTENING CAN CAUSE BARREL BREAKAGE! DO NOT 
TIGHTEN WITH ANY TYPE OF TOOL. DO NOT PLACE ANY PART OF THE 
APPLICATOR IN A MICROWAVE OVEN OR NEAR A HEAT SOURCE!
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INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Applicator for Drench and Pour-on



4” SHEEP T-BAR NOZZLE 
Neogen part# 352507METAL T-BAR DRENCHER 

Neogen part# 364555

23” X 8” X 135 DEGREE FLOATING HOOK 
Neogen part# 345110

8.6” X 5.9”, 135 DEGREE 
DRENCH NOZZLE 
Neogen part# 342737

6.6” X 4.3”, 35 DEGREE DRENCH NOZZLE 
Neogen part# 346957

4” SHEEP DRENCH NOZZLE 
Neogen part# 338075

AVAILABLE NOZZLE TYPES:

If applicator becomes sluggish, clean thoroughly using the cleaning instructions on back. 
You will need to remove the barrel assembly, clean and apply a couple of drops of Prima 
Tech lubricant (PART# 338013) to the piston o-ring. Many times, product failure is due to 
insufficient cleaning. For complete cleaning instructions, please see back panel.

LUBRICATION:

Set the pour-on applicator to the desired dosage amount as indicated in the dosage setting 
window by turning the dosage adjuster. 

TO SET DOSAGE:

DOSAGE
SETTING
WINDOW

DOSAGE
ADJUSTER

FAN TIP NOZZLE
Neogen part# 352514

TO PRIME POUR-ON
1.) Set pour-on applicator to the largest dosage amount as indicated in the 
dosage setting window by turning the dosage adjuster.
2.) Tip applicator up at a slight angle, with the nozzle pointing up. Top of 
vaccine bottle must be pointed downwards such as when hanging, unless the 
vaccine bottle is equipped with a straw or "dip tube" that will allow vaccine 
to be drawn from the bottom.
3.) Squeeze applicator handle, then release quickly to draw fluid into the 
barrel.
4.) Remove any air bubbles from the barrel by repeating step 3 being careful 
not to waste fluid. Dispense fluids into a clean container and pour back into 
vaccine bottle to prevent waste.

1.) Screw nozzle nut onto the barrel nozzle with nozzle stem in place.
2.) Screw Fan Tip or T-Bar onto nozzle stem ensuring the rubber o-ring is 
installed between the two parts.
3.) Fan Tip or T-Bar should not spin if nozzle stem and nozzle nut is properly 
installed.
4.) DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN, HAND TIGHTEN ONLY.

*The pour-on applicator handles have a spring bracket molded into the inner
cavity of the front handle where the spring rests upon, as shown. To adjust
the tension of the spring, follow these steps:

1.) To manually adjust the handle spring tension, use a hand tool and move 
the handle spring from the high spring bracket to the low spring bracket, or 
vice-versa. 
2.) For higher handle spring tension, manually set the handle spring in the 
highest bracket.  Higher spring tension may be needed for higher volume 
doses or thicker material. 
3.) For lower handle spring tension, manually set the handle spring in the 
lowest bracket.  Low spring tension will make the handles easier to squeeze. 

TO ADJUST HANDLE SPRING TENSION:

1.) Attach one end of feed line to plunger barb of pour-on applicator, ensuring that one hose armor 
spring is pushed firmly up to the end of the hose.
2.) Attach opposite end of feed line to barb of vaccine bottle, ensuring that the other hose armor 
spring is pushed firmly up to the other end of the hose near the container hose barb.

TO ATTACH FEED LINE:
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